ACROSS
1 Croaky
7 Gregory Peck's "Moby Dick" role
11 Nonvulgar swearing
14 Bad deal
15 Parks of Montgomery
16 Miss the mark
17 Cause of nightmares?
19 River, to Rivera
20 ___ ex machina
21 "Well said, preacher"
22 "Highway to Hell" band
26 With 50-Across, setting up a Shakespearean woman?
30 Deleted scene
32 Colorful colony inhabitants
33 Arrange for
34 Retired Nevada senator Harry
35 Guitarists' push in a battle of the bands?
36 Settled a debt
37 Frequent companion of Q, in Scrabble
38 Goes ballistic
40 "The Godfather" Corleone
42 Ball club?
43 Before, in poetry
45 Calvin's tiger
46 ___ Dan ("Reelin' In the Years" rock group)
47 Mortgage org.
48 Dispatched fine-tunes
49 Tribute with friendly insults
50 Bring to tears
51 "My lips ___ sealed"
52 Handle on the range?
53 The X-Files org.
54 Computer storage letters
55 "To and Fro" by Harvey Estes
56 Working hard
57 "Baloney!"
58 "My lips ___ sealed"
59 Handle on the range?
60 "The X-Files" org.
61 Computer storage letters
62 Deadly Egyptian snake
63 Your of yore

DOWN
1 MLB scores
2 Many a Rembrandt
3 Chimpanzee, e.g.
4 Sturgeon stuff
5 Bay Area law force, briefly
6 Snoop descriptor
7 Crop up
8 Take way more than one's share of
9 Havana residue
10 Ball club?
11 Mice and lice
12 Familiarize (oneself)
13 Treats unfairly
14 Essen's river
15 Doc's org.
16 ___ d'Ivoire (Ghana neighbor)
17 Off the hook
18 Scrupulous
19 Entree with a crust
21 Doc's org.
22 Crunch targets
23 Treble, alto or bass
24 No couch potato
25 d'Ivoire (Neighbor)
26 Hold back, with "in"
27 Night sch. offering
28 Minerals such as cinnabar
29 Makes sense
30 Friend of Ren
31 Entree with a crust
32 "The Godfather" Corleone
33 Arrive for
34 Mayberry letters
35 Hedonists sow wild ones
36 School member, in the ocean
37 School member, in the ocean
38 Part of an agenda
39 School member, in the ocean
40 Entree with a crust
41 Entree with a crust
42 Fine-tunes
43 Before, in poetry
44 Calvin's tiger
45 From square one
46 ___ Dan ("Reelin' In the Years" rock group)
47 Mortgage org.
48 Dispatched fine-tunes
49 Tribute with friendly insults
50 Bring to tears
51 "My lips ___ sealed"
52 Handle on the range?
53 The X-Files org.
54 Computer storage letters
55 "To and Fro" by Harvey Estes
56 Working hard
57 "Baloney!"
58 "My lips ___ sealed"
59 Handle on the range?
60 "The X-Files" org.
61 Computer storage letters
62 Deadly Egyptian snake
63 Your of yore
ACROSS
1 Help with a heist
5 Closest 57-Across, in texts
9 Bond portrait in “Skyfall”
14 Bring down the house?
15 Cream guitar-ist Clapton
16 Palindromic turbine part
17 High peak in WA
19 Jelly Belly’s ___-Frutti
20 Brewer’s supply
21 Riyadh resident
23 Blues or Jazz
24 French painter who led the Fauvist movement
27 One lacking pigment
30 “Stop it!”
31 Earring style
32 Nasty-sounding container
36 Must-haves
39 New Haven Ivy Leaguer
40 James Bond’s beverage of choice, whose letters are “shaken” in 17-, 24-, 51-, and 64-Across
42 Dr. of rap
43 Kenyan native
45 Fulfilled, as a promise
46 Sicilian mount
47 December 24 and 31
49 Old West hangout
51 Question from one concerned about punishment
56 “Uncle!”
58 “With 52-Down, catch phrase such as Indiana’s “Crossroads of America”
62 With 52-Down, catch phrase such as Indiana’s “Crossroads of America”
64 Bond portrayer in “Moonraker”
70 Gin
71 “Cup or ___?”

DOWN
1 Troop group
2 Hold, as one’s breath
3 Pound of poetry
4 Unwelcome Boston Harbor vessel in 1773
5 Jerry’s partner
6 Member of a religious order
7 Affirmed the truth of
8 “Get lost!”
9 Old PC monitor
10 Daily grind
11 Affirmed the truth of 12’s, in sorority names
12 Stubborn laundry target
13 Coast-to-coast U.S. highway
16 “Breaking ___” (longtime AMC series)
19 Connery who played Bond in seven films
22 “Beloved” author
25 “Beloved” author
26 “Beloved” author
27 “Breaking ___” (longtime AMC series)
28 “Beloved” author
29 “Beloved” author
33 “Beloved” author
34 “Beloved” author
35 “Beloved” author
36 “Beloved” author
37 “Breaking ___” (longtime AMC series)
38 “Beloved” author
39 “Beloved” author
40 “Beloved” author
41 “Beloved” author
42 “Beloved” author
43 “Beloved” author
44 “Beloved” author
46 “Beloved” author
47 “Beloved” author
48 “Beloved” author
49 “Beloved” author
50 “Beloved” author
51 “Beloved” author
52 “Beloved” author
53 “Beloved” author
54 “Beloved” author
55 “Beloved” author
56 “Beloved” author
57 “Beloved” author
58 “Beloved” author
59 “Beloved” author
60 “Beloved” author
61 “Beloved” author
62 “Beloved” author
63 “Beloved” author
64 “Beloved” author
65 “Beloved” author
66 “Beloved” author
67 “Beloved” author
68 “Beloved” author
69 “Beloved” author
70 “Beloved” author
71 “Beloved” author
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ACROSS
1 A diet may slim it
6 Reading ___ (bedside fixture)
10 Shoe in high fashion?
14 "Slumdog Millionaire" setting
15 Plane calculation
16 Trade fair
17 Peaceful pool filler, but more so?
20 Fish that might shock you
21 ___ out a living (barely got by)
22 Missed the mark
23 Core
24 Somewhat, informally
26 Thread or tape holder
28 Elisabeth of "Leaving Las Vegas"
30 Write (down)
31 Word in many church names
32 20th-century conflict, but more so?
34 Figure skating maneuver
35 North Dakota city
36 Hit hard
37 "The Jetsons" dog
38 Shaving lotion brand
39 Rehearsal, but more so?
41 "Mine," in Madrid
42 Gordon's beverages
43 Key players?
44 It might end a battle
46 Liverpudlian, e.g.
47 "Specify" survey option
49 Writes (down)
50 Coat (sailor's jacket)
53 Jazz instrument, but more so?
55 Summer solstice month
56 Like soda bread
57 Gwynn with five Gold Gloves
58 Alluring
59 Like soda bread

DOWN
1 Sage
2 What you put into a pot
3 Old Testament no-no
4 (Not my mistake)
5 Become established
6 Glove material
7 Far from fertile
8 Funny man Brooks
9 Chum
10 <3
11 Newsboy's repeated shout
12 Fail alternative, to a fencer
13 Title for Voldemort
18 Pirate flag icon
19 "What ___ you thinking?"
23 Winter mugful
24 Emotion related to guilt
25 In many church names
26 "Ready Player One" genre, familiarly
27 Five-in-one Olympics event
28 Graceful birds
29 Syringe's contents, perhaps
30 Tech bigwig Musak
31 Muslim cleric
32 Toy you might attach a camera to
33 Toy you might attach a camera to
34 Until now
37 Kind of flair for freedom
39 Lighter brand
40 The "Star Wars" character
42 Fount of knowledge
45 Take from the top
46 One over par
47 Final newspaper piece, briefly
49 "No ___ , no gain!"
51 Canadian gas brand
52 Tennis legend Arthur
53 Sleepwear, for short
54 Alluring
56 Garment
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ACROSS
1 Hockey shot
5 Birthstone before topaz
9 Goldman's partner
14 Oaxacan water
15 Actress Suvari
16 Famously Auto-Tuned rapper
17 Move before taking off
18 Really top-notch?
20 Glass of NPR
22 Meat safety org.
23 Column counterpart
24 Eyeball cover
27 Study of every body?
30 Scratching a New York governor's back if he scratches yours?
33 Nine-digit no. issuer
34 Angsty genre
35 Track event
38 Most likely mag in the waiting room?
43 "Sharknado" channel
45 Peace activist Yoko
47 Busy teen's social dilemma?
52 When you vote, usually
55 Actress Bacall
56 Six-pack Photogenic Guy, for one
57 Consequence of mo' per Biggie Smalls...
60 Peaks, briefly
61 "Little Miss Sunshine" actor Paul
62 Crescent moon points
65 Tabloid tsosome HBO, e.g.
66 Still a contender
68 Fed. fiscal group
69 "Hallows 41-Down" novelist
70 Obligation
71 Confused
72 "Hence ..."
71 Confused
72 "Hence ..."
73 "Hence ..."

DOWN
1 Enjoyed a recliner
2 NYC hub
3 Backup
4 Linked, as devices
5 "LOL, I can't even!
6 Paddington Bear's home country
7 Santa ___ (hot winds)
8 "Ed Wood"
9 Indy sponsor
10 Car ad abbr.
11 Capital near pyramids
12 Words mouthed to a camera
13 White and wintry
19 "Little Miss Sunshine" actor Paul
21 Dadaist Jean
24 Times and Trafalgar (Abbr.)
25 Crescent moon points
26 2-D calculation
28 Cartridge contents
29 Flip-flop grippers
31 Fed. fiscal group
32 "Howards 41-Down"
36 "The Christmas Song" co-writer Mel
37 "Hence ..."
38 "Hallows 41-Down"
39: (braggarts)
40 "Howards 41-Down"
41 “Hence ...”
42 Nifty
43 See 36-Down
44 Peace activist Yoko
45 Cook onion rings
46 Happy
47 "Hence ..."
48 Flip-flop grippers
49 Site of many lashes
50 L.A. athlete
51 Pointless
52 City northwest of Miami
53 WWII menace
54 Simone Biles' awards
55 Actress Bacall
56 Six-pack Photogenic Guy, for one
57 Consequence of mo' per Biggie Smalls...
60 Peaks, briefly
61 "Little Miss Sunshine" actor Paul
62 Crescent moon points
65 Tabloid tsosome HBO, e.g.
66 Still a contender
68 Fed. fiscal group
69 "Hallows 41-Down" novelist
70 Obligation
71 Confused
72 "Hence ..."
73 "Hence ..."
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